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Information 

 

Release Title: Iron Man - 2nd May 2008 (United Kingdom) 

From:  

AKA: Flora’s Letter 

Release date:  

Origin: United States, Canada 

Genre:  Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi,  

Disc Nos. - 1 

Certification:    12A 

Duration: 2h 3m 

Region Code: 

Region: 2 

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC: 

Languages: English, Persian, Urdu, Arabic, Kurdish, Hindi, Hungarian 

Filming Locations: Alabama Hills, Lone Pine, California, USA 

(Afghanistan) 

Sound mix: Dolby Digital, SDDS 

Colour:  PAL 

Aspect Ratio:  
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Storyline 
Tony Stark, who has inherited the defence contractor Stark Industries from his late father Howard 

Stark, is in war-torn Afghanistan with his friend and military liaison, Lieutenant Colonel James 

Rhodes, to demonstrate the new "Jericho" missile. After the demonstration, his convoy is ambushed 

and Stark is critically wounded by a missile used by the attackers—one of his company's own. He is 

captured and imprisoned in a cave by a terrorist group called the Ten Rings. Yinsen, a fellow captive 

and doctor, implants an electromagnet into Stark's chest to keep the shrapnel shards that wounded him 

from reaching his heart and killing him. Ten Rings leader Raza offers Stark freedom in exchange for 

building a Jericho missile for the group, but he and Yinsen believe that Raza will not keep his word. 

 

Stark and Yinsen secretly build a small, powerful electric generator called an arc reactor to power 

Stark's electromagnet and a prototype suit of powered armour to aid in their escape. Although they 

keep the suit hidden almost to completion, the Ten Rings discover their hostages' intentions and attack 

the workshop. Yinsen sacrifices himself to divert them while the suit powers up. The armoured Stark 

battles his way out of the cave to find the dying Yinsen, then burns the Ten Rings' weapons and flies 

away, crashing in the desert and destroying the suit. After being rescued by Rhodes, Stark returns 

home and announces that his company will cease manufacturing weapons. Obadiah Stane, his father's 

old partner and the company's manager, advises Stark that this may ruin Stark Industries and his 

father's legacy. In his home workshop, Stark builds a sleeker, more powerful version of his improvised 

armor suit as well as a more powerful arc reactor for it and his chest. Personal assistant Pepper Potts 

places the original reactor inside a small glass showcase. Though Stane requests details, a suspicious 

Stark decides to keep his work to himself. 

 

At a charity event held by Stark Industries, reporter Christine Everhart informs Stark that his 

company's weapons were recently delivered to the Ten Rings and are being used to attack Yinsen's 

home village, Gulmira. Stark dons his new armour and flies to Afghanistan, where he saves the 

villagers. While flying home, Stark is attacked by two F-22 Raptors. He reveals his secret identity to 

Rhodes over the phone in an attempt to end the attack. Meanwhile, the Ten Rings gather the pieces of 

Stark's prototype suit and meet with Stane, who has been trafficking arms to the Ten Rings and has 

staged a coup to replace Stark as Stark Industries' CEO by hiring the Ten Rings to kill him. He 

subdues Raza and has the rest of the group killed. Stane has a massive new suit reverse-engineered 

from the wreckage. Seeking to track his company's illegal shipments, Stark sends Potts to hack into its 

database. She discovers that Stane hired the Ten Rings to kill Stark, but the group reneged when they 

realized they had a direct route to Stark's weapons. Potts meets with Agent Phil Coulson of 

S.H.I.E.L.D., an intelligence agency, to inform him of Stane's activities. 

 

Stane's scientists cannot duplicate Stark's miniaturized arc reactor, so Stane ambushes Stark at his 

home and steals the one from his chest. Stark manages to replace it with his original reactor. Potts and 

several S.H.I.E.L.D. agents attempt to arrest Stane, but he dons his suit and attacks them. Stark fights 

Stane but is outmatched without his new reactor to run his suit at full capacity. The fight carries Stark 

and Stane to the top of the Stark Industries building, where Stark instructs Potts to overload the large 

arc reactor powering the building. This unleashes a massive electrical surge that causes Stane and his 

armour to fall into the exploding reactor, killing him. The next day, at a press conference, Stark 

publicly admits to being the superhero the press has dubbed "Iron Man". 

 

In a post-credit’s scene, S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick Fury visits Stark at home, telling him that Iron 

Man is not "the only superhero in the world", and explaining that he wants to discuss the "Avenger 

Initiative". 

 

 

Cast  
Robert Downey Jr.  - Tony Stark 



Gwyneth Paltrow - Pepper Potts 

Terrence Howard - Rhodey 

Jeff Bridges - Obadiah Stane 

Leslie Bibb - Christine Everhart 

Shaun Toub - Yinsen 

Faran Tahir - Raza 

Clark Gregg - Agent Coulson 

Bill Smitrovich - General Gabriel 

Sayed Badreya -Abu Bakaar 

Paul Bettany - JARVIS(voice) 

Jon Favreau - Hogan 

Peter Billingsley - William Ginter Riva 

Tim Guinee - Major Allen 

Will Lyman - Award Ceremony Narrator(voice) 

Tom Morello - Guard 

Marco Khan - Guard 

Dastan Khalili -Guard (as Daston Kalili) 

 

Parents Guide 

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Austria:12  Brazil:12  Canada:PG (Alberta/British Columbia/Ontario)  Canada:14A (Manitoba)  

Canada:G (Québec)  Canada:14+ (TV rating)  Denmark:11  Egypt:13 + (self-applied)  Finland:K-12  France:Tous publics  

Germany:12 (theatrical, cut)  Germany:12 (video, uncut)  Greece:K  Hong Kong:IIA  Hungary:12  Iceland:12  India:UA  

Indonesia:17+ (self-applied)  Ireland:12A  Israel:12 (self-applied)  Italy:T  Japan:G  Lithuania:N-7  Malaysia:U  

Malaysia:U (cut)  Mexico:B  Netherlands:12  New Zealand:M  Norway:11 (cinema rating)  Peru:Apt  Philippines:G 

(MTRCB)  Poland:12 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/12  Russia:12+ (re-rating)  Russia:14+ (theatrical rating)  Singapore:PG  

South Africa:10 (V)  South Korea:12  Spain:7  Sweden:11  Switzerland:12 (canton of Geneva)  Switzerland:12 (canton of 

Vaud)  Taiwan:PG-12  Thailand:13 + (self-applied)  Turkey:13+ (self-applied)  United Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 

(DVD rating)  United States:TV-14 (LSV)  United States:PG-13 (certificate #44328)  United Arab Emirates:PG (self-

applied)  Vietnam:C13 (self-applied) 

Sex & Nudity 

Mild 

Violence & Gore 

Moderate 

Profanity 

Mild 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

Mild 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Moderate 

 

MPAA Rated PG-13 for some intense sequences of sci-fi action and violence, and brief suggestive content 
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